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       Faculty Senate Budget Committee   4/5/05 
 

        SUMMARY OF OBSERVATIONS  
            RE: GRA DISTRIBUTION FROM FINAL FY02 TO ORIGINAL BUDGET FY05 
 
I.     Background: 
 
In terms of UMKC’s budgeting for operations, the principal annual decision-making process involving 
prioritization of needs and goals is the distribution of the General Revenues (consisting of Student Fees, the 
State Appropriation and Recovery F & A). Accordingly, the Faculty Senate Budget Committee (the 
“Committee”) has been reviewing information regarding UMKC’s General Revenues Allocation (“GRA”) 
across its various Units since the end of FY02, in order to determine what needs and goals have been most 
significantly supported by GRA increases over that period.  It is hoped that this information will provide 
UMKC faculty with appropriate context for meaningful input on GRA decisions for FY06 and future years.  
 
The Committee has assembled numerous schedules and reports relating to FY02-FY05 GRA decisions.  
We believe that the following three, each of which was prepared for the Committee by Vice Chancellor 
Larry Gates or his staff, are most useful for present purposes: 
 

• Comparison of Original and Final GRA Distribution, FY02-FY05 (“Unit-by-Unit GRA Schedule”) 
 
• UMKC Designated Fees (per Original Budget for FY02-FY05) ( “ Designated Fees Schedule”)  

 
• Accounting of Changes in Ending General Revenue Allocation to Beginning Fiscal Year General 

Revenue Allocation Amounts (“GRA Increases Per Function Schedule”) 
 
The observations summarized below are based in large part on various aspects of these three Schedules 
(each of which is attached hereto). 
 
II.    Increase in the Total GRA From Final FY02 to Original Budget FY05: 
 

• The Unit-By-Unit GRA Schedule on its face suggests that the increase in the Total General 
Revenues over the subject period was approximately $20.8 million.1  However, we must adjust 
that figure to take into account the fact that “Designated Fees”2 are included in the figures for 
FY02 and FY03, but excluded from the figures for FY04 and FY05 on the Schedule.  

  
• The Designated Fees Schedule shows that the Originally Budgeted Designated Fees for FY02 

totaled approximately $5.1 million.  Assuming that the actual Designated Fees in FY02 were not 
materially different than the Original Budget for that year,3 that would mean that the Total General 
Revenues increase from Final FY02 to Original Budget FY05, excluding Designated Fees from 
each year, was approximately $25.9 million. 

 
• Of that $25.9 million increase, approximately $4.4 million represents an increase in 

Scholarships/Waivers (from approximately $17.6 million at Final FY02 to $22 million in the 
FY05 Original Budget), which is, in large part, not an increase in actual cash revenues.4  Thus, the 
Committee believes that the pertinent increase in allocable GRA over the subject period (in 
terms of policy decisions re: cash resources) was approximately $21.5 million. 

                                                 
1 $176,169,956 total in Original Budget for FY05 less $155,392,967 total of the Final GRA for FY02.  
2 Designated Fees are special revenues that have been assigning directly to certain generating Units; once 
so assigned, such revenues are not then part of the discretionary GRA decisions. 
3 We are asking Vice Chancellor Gates for confirmation of the actual/final figures, and will update this 
Summary of Observations should those figures show this assumption to be materially incorrect. 
4 Per information supplied by Vice Chancellor Gates, “Waivers” have represented approximately 82% of 
the Scholarship/Waivers for FY02; 79% for FY03, 78% for FY04 and 72% for FY05. 
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III.    Units Receiving Largest Direct GRA Increases From Ending FY02 to Original Budget FY05: 
 
Of the $21.5 million increase in the Total General Revenues described in II above, per figures shown on the Unit-by-
Unit GRA Schedule the most significant direct increases in GRA (in terms of absolute dollars) went to:5 
 

• Campuswide Accounts 
($8,158,172-$1,958,171)    $6,200,001 

 
• Provost 

($5,880,766-$2,285,993)        3,594,7736 
 

• Administration & Finance 
($17,913,328-$14,553,252)     3,360,076  

 
• Nursing 

($3,803,133-$2,405,627)      1,397,506 
 

• School of Dentistry       
($14,564,998-$13,354,523)     1,210,475 

 
Some related observations: 
 

• The table above lists Units that had over an $1,000,000 increase in their direct GRA,7 and 
accounts for approximately $15.8 million of the $21.5 million increase under review.  Of the 
remaining $5.7 million of such increase, it appears that approximately $1.75 million went to all 
the Schools & Colleges (excluding Dentistry and Nursing) Combined, with the other 
approximately $3.95 million spread across various Administrative and Support Units and 
“Transfers to Other Funds.”  

 
• As we understand that the “State Appropriation” and “Recovery F & A” components of UMKC’s 

Total General Revenues have been relatively “flat” over the subject period, the $21.5 million 
increase under study is essentially attributable to an increase in Student Fees revenue. 

 
• Approximately $10 million8 of the $21.5 million GRA increase occurred in the first year of the 

period under study (i.e., from Final FY02 to Final FY03).  Vice Chancellor Gates has indicated 
that some substantial portions of this increase involved reversal of disproportionate and 
“temporary” budget cuts experienced by certain Administrative Units in FY02.  The Committee 
has requested more information in that regard, as at least some previous reports suggested that 
FY02 rate money cuts were intended to be “permanent.” 

                                                 
5 The methodology here, using the Unit-by-Unit GRA Schedule, is simply subtracting a Unit’s Final FY02 
GRA from its FY05 GRA per the FY05 Original Budget.  However, in the case of Information Services 
(which is presumed to include Instructional Computing), Dentistry and Nursing, because the FY05 figures 
exclude Designated Fees, the Final FY02 figure has been reduced by an estimate of such Units’ respective 
amounts of Designated Fees (to permit an “apples to apples” comparison). For purposes of this discussion, 
we have based that estimate on the FY04 Designated Fees Schedule (see FN 3 above).  By way of example, 
Dentistry’s Final FY02 GRA is shown on the Unit-by-Unit Schedule at $15,354,523, but, per our 
assumption, included $2,000,000 of Designated Fees, which we have excluded in the table above (resulting 
in an assumption that Dentistry’s pertinent Final FY02 GRA was $13,354,523). 
6 We note that the Provost’s proposed FY06 GRA budget for Academic Affairs shows an approximately 
$2.3 million cut in the Provost Office’s GRA from FY05 to FY06. 
7 A few other significant increases, computed in the same fashion, were Arts & Sciences--$908,099; Vice 
Chancellor for Research--$837,439; and Information Services--$807,140. 
8 Final FY03 Total GRA less budgeted Designated Fees was $160,392,668 and for FY02 was $150,285,962 
(see FN 3 re: assumption that budgeted and actual Designated Fees were not materially different). 
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IV.    Accounting for GRA Increase by Type of Expenditure: 
 
The Committee recognized that identifying Unit-by-Unit increases in direct GRA over the subject period 
would not, of course, tell the whole story as to the needs and goals funded by such increases.  The attached 
GRA Increases Per Function Schedule, which is quite helpful, was thus prepared by Vice Chancellor Gates 
and his staff to provide more detailed information on the targeted uses of the increases in GRA.   
 
As the GRA Increases Per Function Schedule included some items that were not well known to Committee 
members, and as it is not presented on a Unit-by-Unit basis, Vice Chancellor Gates met with the Committee 
on February 25, 2005 to answer questions and provide additional information concerning the line items on 
that Schedule.  This session generated some follow-up questions on which Vice Chancellor Gates is to 
provide supplemental information.  For the time being, the Committee offers the following observations on 
the GRA Increases Per Function Schedule: 
 

• The GRA Increases Per Function Schedule appears to track increases from Final GRA for one 
Year to Originally Budgeted for the following year.  Thus, while it shows how amounts of 
anticipated GRA increase were targeted to be spent, a reconciliation to Final GRA for each year 
would be necessary to see if the GRA increase allocated to a given line item was actually realized. 

 
• At the February 25 session, the Committee took notes on the Units to which various line items on the 

GRA Increases Per Function Schedule relate, but suggested to Vice Chancellor Gates that a 
presentation more precisely tying this Schedule to the Unit-by-Unit GRA Schedule would be helpful. 

 
 
V.    Relationship of GRA Allocations to Operating Fund Balances: 
 
Over the same time period for which we studied trends in GRA, the aggregate amount of the Operating 
Fund Balances of the various UMKC Units grew substantially as well.  The Unit leaders’ reports on the 
anticipated uses of such balances were presented to the Faculty Senate last semester.  As part of our follow-
up on those reports, the Committee has addressed the following question to Vice Chancellor Gates: 
 

• To what extent have the reports made last Fall by Unit leaders on the targeted uses of  their 
Operating Fund Balances been analyzed to determine (i) the extent to which such balances 
accumulated because of planned reserving versus merely the result of Units being allocated more 
GRA than their actual operating expense needs; and (ii) whether, taking into account the resources 
and needs of all Units in the UMKC community, it would be equitable to transfer any portion(s) of 
such balances to other Units/needs? 

 
 

************************ 
 
The Committee requests that Faculty Senators direct any questions about the foregoing summary, 
suggestions for additional follow-up, etc.,  to Committee Chair Jim Durig.  As we receive further material 
information from Vice Chancellor Gates on the items discussed herein, we will, of course, pass that along 
to the Senate. 
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Previous page: Table 1 in handout WITH the addition of the estimated FY2006 data. 
 
Below: FY2006 Academic Affairs budget information (provided by the Provost to Senate at prior meeting. 
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Above: Table 2 in handout. 
Next page: Table 3 in handout. 
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